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We show how to decompose eciently in parallel any graph into a number   of
outerplanar subgraphs called hammocks satisfying certain separator properties Our
work combines and extends the sequential hammock decomposition technique intro
duced by G Frederickson and the parallel ear decomposition technique thus we call
it the hammockonears decomposition We mention that hammockonears decomposi
tion also draws from techniques in computational geometry and that an embedding of
the graph does not need to be provided with the input We achieve this decomposition
in Ologn log logn time using On 	 m CREW PRAM processors for an nvertex
medge graph or digraph The hammockonears decomposition implies a general frame
work for solving graph problems eciently Its value is demonstrated by a variety of
applications on a signi
cant class of digraphs namely that of sparse digraphs This
class consists of all digraphs which have a   between  and n and includes planar
graphs and graphs with genus on We improve previous bounds for certain instances
of shortest paths and related problems in this class of graphs These problems include
all pairs shortest paths all pairs reachability and detection of a negative cycle
  Introduction
The ecient parallel solution of many problems often requires the invention and use of
original novel approaches radically dierent from those used to solve the same problems
sequentially Notorious examples are list ranking connected components depthrst search
in planar graphs etc see 
  
In some cases the novel parallel solution paradigm stems from a nontrivial paralleliza
tion of a specic sequential method eg mergesort for EREW PRAM optimal sorting 
In such cases this may also lead to more ecient sequential algorithms for the same prob
lems This second paradigm is demonstrated in our paper Specically we provide an
ecient parallel algorithm for decomposing any digraph into a set of outerplanar sub
graphs called hammocks We call this technique the hammockonears decomposition
As the name indicates our technique is based on the sequential hammock decomposition
method of Frederickson 
  and on the wellknown ear decomposition technique 

and nontrivially extends our previous work for planar digraphs 
 to any digraph We
demonstrate its applicability by using it to improve the parallel and sequential bounds for
a variety of problems in a signicant class of digraphs namely that of sparse digraphs
This class consists of all nvertex digraphs which can be decomposed into a number of
hammocks  ranging from  up to n or alternatively have an On number of edges
This class includes planar graphs and graphs whose genus is bounded by any function
n  on
The hammockonears decomposition like the sequential hammock decomposition
decomposes any digraph G into a number of outerplanar subgraphs the hammocks that
satisfy certain separator conditions The decomposition has the following properties	 i

each hammock has at most four vertices in common with any other hammock and therefore
with the rest of the graph called the attachment vertices ii each edge of the graph
belongs to exactly one hammock and iii the number of hammocks produced is order of the
minimum possible among all decompositions and is bounded by a function involving certain
topological measures of G genus or crosscap number We achieve this decomposition in
two major phases In the rst phase whose outcome are outerplanar portions of the graph
called outerplanar outgrowths we transform an initial arbitrary ear decomposition into a
new one whose ears include with certainty the outerplanar outgrowths Then by employing
techniques from parallel computational geometry we identify in each ear the outerplanar
outgrowths if they exist In the second phase we identify the hammocks by using the
output of phase one and by performing some local degree tests
This decomposition allows us to partially reduce the solution of a given problem  on
G to the solution of  in an outerplanar graph The general scheme for solving problems
using the hammockonears decomposition technique consists of the following major steps	
 Find a hammockonears decomposition of the input digraph G into a set of 
hammocks
 Solve the given problem  in each hammock separately

 Generate a compressed version of G of size O and solve  in this compressed
digraph using an alternative method
 Combine the information computed in steps  and 
 above in order to get the solution
of  for the initial digraph G
The above scheme was used in a specic way in many sequential   
 and parallel
applications for planar digraphs  
 but was not employed as a general framework for
solving problems We apply this scheme to the following problems and achieve considerable
improvements in the case of sparse digraphs	 all pairs shortest paths apsp detection of a
negative cycle and all pairs reachability apr
   Overview of previous work and motivation
The sequential hammock decomposition technique was developed by Frederickson in 
 
In the sequel let G  V G EG denote any digraph and let n  jV Gj and m 
jEGj The number  of hammocks produced was shown 














is G with a new vertex v added and arcs from v to every vertex of G
Moreover G
 
  G  q where G is supposed to be embedded on an orientable surface


of genus G such that all vertices are covered by at most q of the faces
 
 Therefore G
can range from  up to m depending on the topology of the graph Both decompositions
are achieved in Onm time
Hammock decomposition seems to be an important topological decomposition of a
graph which proved useful in solving eciently apsp problems 
  
 along with the
idea of storing shortest path information into compact routing tables succinct encoding
  In this representation each edge hv wi is associated with at most  disjoint
subintervals of  n such that hv wi is the rst edge in a shortest path from v to every vertex
in these subintervals Compact routing tables are very useful in spaceecient methods
for message routing in distributed networks   The main benet from this idea is the
beating of the  n

 sequential lower bound for apsp if the output is required to be in the
form of n shortest path trees or a distance matrix when  is small Frederickson showed how
to produce such an encoding in On time for planar digraphs  and in On 

log 
time for sparse digraphs 
 Thus ecient parallelization of this decomposition along
with other techniques may lead to a number of processors much less than M
s
n ie
the number required by the best known parallel algorithm that uses the matrix powering
method to solve apsp in time Olog

n on a CREW PRAM and hence beat the so
called transitive closure bottleneck  Such a !beating" for planar digraphs was rst
achieved in 













      it has
recently been shown by Cohen  that one can nd apsp in Olog








n processors on an EREW PRAM For the case of planar digraphs where an
On
 
separator decomposition can be computed in Olog

n time using On
 
 CREW







nprocessor CREW PRAM algorithm for the apsp problem According to the




In the case where a digraph G has negative edgecosts it is wellknown  that there
is a shortest path from a vertex v to a vertex u in G i no path from v to u contains a
negative cycle ie a simple cycle for which the sum of its edgecosts is negative Hence
detecting a negative cycle is an essential problem for nding shortest paths in G The best
previous sequential algorithms for solving the negative cycle problem in general digraphs




We say that a face f covers a set S   V G of vertices if every vertex in S is incident to f  Here q is
the minimum number of faces that together cover all vertices of G

A separator of a digraph G is a subset of vertices whose removal disconnects G into components such
that each component has size at most a constant fraction of jV Gj An fnseparator decomposition is a
recursive decomposition of G using separators where subgraphs of size n have separators of size Ofn








log n time In parallel computation the main tool used was the matrix
powering method using eg the algorithm described in  which means that we need
Olog

n time and M
s
n processors on a CREW PRAM In the case where the digraph
is provided with an On

separator decomposition the best previous algorithm was given
in  and runs in the same resource bounds with the apsp algorithm presented there
The apr problem is also a fundamental problem in digraphs with both theoretical
and practical applications   
 In parallel computation even in the case of sparse
digraphs the best previous algorithm uses the matrix powering method and hence needs
Olog

n time by employing M
r
n CREW PRAM processors 





  The best sequential algorithm runs in OminfM
r
n nmg time
 Also if we are provided with an On

separator decomposition Cohen in  gives
an algorithm for the apr problem which runs in the same resource bounds with the one for
the apsp problem presented in that paper
It is evident by the above discussion that all previous parallel algorithms especially in
the case of nonplanar sparse digraphs perform considerably more work compared with the
best known sequential ones Moreover in all cases the lower bound of  n

 # for the work
# seems dicult to beat even in the case where the digraph has nice topological properties
We should also note here that all the above problems besides their own signi
cance are frequently used as subroutines in many other applications For example nding
shortest path information in digraphs has applications to network optimization problems
eg matching maximum $ow etc  
 
 as well as to other areas like incremental
computation for data $ow analysis and interactive systems design 
  The negative
cycle problem has applications to two dimensional package element  to mincost $ows

 to the problem of minimal costtotime ratio  and to checking constraints in VLSI
layout  Applications of the reachability problem can be found in  
 Therefore
ecient solutions of the apsp apr and negative cycle problems can also lead to ecient
solutions for other problems too
  Our results
Given a digraph G we can generate a hammockonears decomposition of G consisting
of a minimum number of  hammocks in Ologn log logn time using On m CREW
PRAM processors We note here that an embedding of G on some topological surface
does not need to be provided with the input An implementation of our hammockon
ears decomposition algorithm on a CRCW PRAM runs in Ologn time using On m




We next apply the hammockonears decomposition along with the general scheme it
implies to the problems discussed earlier and beat the transitive closure bottleneck in the
case of sparse digraphs More precisely we have achieved the following on a CREW PRAM	
 We give an algorithm for computing apsp information into compact routing tables
in any sparse digraph G with realvalued edge costs but no negative cycles in Olog

n
parallel time by employing On M
s
 processors and using On space In the case





and On processors thus being away of optimality by a polylogarithmic factor only Note
that if we use an alternative encoding for apsp information compact routing tables for ham
mocks and global tables for apsp information among the hammocks that needs On 


space and sequential time to be set up  
  we can achieve further improvements
on the processor bounds Namely OnM
s
 processors for the general case and if the





 We overcome the negative cycle assumption mentioned above by presenting an algo
rithm to test for the existence of a negative cycle in any sparse digraph G with realvalued
edge costs Our algorithm runs in Olog

n parallel time by employing On  M
s

processors and uses On  

 space A sequential implementation of our algorithm runs






g time where      and G has a separator of size
On

 The algorithm is based on a novel optimal solution of the same problem when the
input digraph is outerplanar thus tackling step  of the general scheme in Ologn log

n
parallel time by employing On logn log

n processors In the case of planar digraphs we













 We give an algorithm for providing a succinct encoding of apr information into compact
routing tables in any sparse digraph G in Olog

n time with On M
r
 processors
using On space In the case of planar digraphs the algorithm runs in the same bounds
with those given above for the apsp problem If we use an alternative encoding for apr
information compact routing tables for hammocks and global tables for apr information
among the hammocks that needs On

 space and sequential time to be set up we can
achieve further improvements on the processor bounds Namely OnM
r
 processors






We note that	 i The hammockonears decomposition fully extends the topological
characteristics of the input digraph and can be advantageously used in the design of algo
rithms which are parameterized in terms of these characteristics The better the topological
characteristics are ie the smaller the  the more ecient the algorithms for the above

applications become ii Our parallel algorithms for solving the apsp apr and negative




n lower bound on
the number of processors for the same problems in this class of graphs iii Our algorithms
for all the above problems explicitly construct the graph decomposition If additionally a
separator decomposition is provided with the input our general scheme guarantees that the
algorithms presented here will still provide better results for all of these problems Note that
the bounds in this case are similar to the ones given for planar digraphs and are discussed
in Section  of this paper iv We are able to test for the existence of a negative cycle in
any sparse digraph In addition the sequential version of our negative cycle algorithm is
clearly an improvement over the algorithms of 

   for the class of sparse digraphs
and moreover overcomes the assumption of nonexistence of a negative cycle for the apsp
problem in the sequential results of Frederickson 
 
The paper is organized as follows In Section  we give some preliminaries and dene
the hammocks Our parallel algorithm for generating the hammockonears decomposition
of a graph is presented in Section 
 while its applications to the problems discussed earlier
are presented in Section  Finally in Section  we conclude and give some further results
 Preliminaries
Let G be a digraph with realvalued edge costs A graph is called outerplanar if it can be
embedded in the plane so that all the vertices are on one face Note that   q if G is planar
since G   and    if G is outerplanar since q   in this case A tree is called
convergent divergent if the edges of the tree point from a node to its parent children
If there is a directed simple path in G from a vertex v to a vertex w we say that w is
reachable by v The length of a simple path P is the sum of the costs of all edges in P
and the distance between two vertices v and w is the minimum length of a path between
v and w Such a path of minimum length is called shortest path A simple cycle C in G
is a simple path starting and ending at the same vertex v If the length of C is smaller
than zero then C is called negative The all pairs shortest paths problem asks for nding
shortest path information between every pair of vertices s and t in G provided that there
are no negative cycles in G The negative cycle problem asks for detecting if there exists
a simple cycle in G of negative length If it exists then output such a cycle The all pairs
reachability problem asks for nding reachability information for every pair of vertices s and
t in G ie if there is a directed path from s to t
The notion of compact routing tables appeared in  and is based on ideas of 
Let the vertices of G be assigned names from  up to n in a manner to be discussed For
each arc hv wi let Sv w be the set of vertices such that there is a shortest path from v

to each vertex in Sv w with the rst arc on this path being hv wi In the event of ties
apply a tiebreaking rule so that for each v u v  u u is in just one set Sv w Let
each Sv w be described as a union of a minimum number of subintervals of  n We
allow a subinterval to wrap around ie a set fi i    n    jg where i 	 j  
will be denoted by i j The set Sv w will be called the compact label of hv wi If G is
outerplanar then Sv w is a single interval  Otherwise Sv w can consist of more
than one subinterval A compact routing table will then have an entry for each of the
subintervals contained in a compact label at v Having this information a convergent or
divergent shortest path tree can be computed in On sequential time  or in Ologn
time using On logn EREW PRAM processors 







g of an undirected graph G  VE is a











is a simple cycle and each endpoint of P
i
 i 	  is contained in some
P
j
 j  i and none of the internal vertices of P
i
are contained in any P
j
 j  i The paths
in D are called ears An ear is open if it is noncyclic and is closed otherwise A trivial ear is
an ear containing only one edge D is an open ear decomposition if all of its ears are open
We dene hammocks following 
 Let G be a digraph whose weakly undirected
counterpart is biconnected else we work in each biconnected component separately Let






 where V G
 
  V G  fvg v  V G
and EG
 




be an embedding of G
 
in a surface




 then they together bound a face The









each face that is bounded by more than three edges in such a way that no additional edges
incident on v are introduced Finally delete v and its adjacent edges yielding embedding
IG In IG one large face is always created the basic face containing all the vertices
The remaining faces are all triangles The resulting IG is called a basic face embedded
graph Faces are grouped together to yield certain outerplanar graphs called hammocks
by using two operations	 absorption and sequencing Absorption can be done by initially




be two nonbasic faces sharing an
edge Suppose f
 




 This is equivalent
to rst contracting one edge that f
 
shares with the basic face The rst face becomes a
face bounded by two parallel edges one of which also belongs to f






 Repeat the absorption until it can no longer be applied
After the end of absorptions we group remaining faces by sequencing Identify maximal
sequences of faces such that each face in the sequence has a marked edge and each pair of
consecutive faces share an edge in common Each sequence then comprises an outerplanar
graph Expanding the faces that were absorbed into faces in the sequence yields a graph

that is still outerplanar Each such graph is called a major hammock The rst and last
vertices on each face of the hammock are called attachment vertices Note that there are
four attachment vertices per hammock that constitute the only way of !communication"
between the hammock and the rest of the graph Any edge not included in a major hammock
is taken by itself to induce a minor hammock A hammock decomposition of IG is
the set of all major and minor hammocks It is not hard to see that the total size of a
compact routing table T is OnG by constructing T through a decomposition of G
into a number of G hammocks see also  Let G be the minimum number of
hammocks into which G can be decomposed Since the direct approach for decomposing G
would involve nding an embedding of minimum genus shown to be NP complete in 

Frederickson used an alternative approach the so called partial hammock decomposition
A partial hammock is a subgraph of a hammock in some basic face embedding IG
This decomposition decomposes G into OG partial hammocks using two operations	
pseudoabsorption and pseudosequencing As their names indicate these operations are
analogous to absorption and sequencing dened above and in general produce only partial
hammocks The interesting feature of these operations is that they are applied to G without
an embedding to work with
 The Algorithm for the HammockonEars Decomposition
Let G
u
be the undirected version of a digraph G We assume that G
u
is biconnected if






















g and let J be J
 




g added Let G
 
be the
graph resulting from contracting all edges with both endpoints in V
 
 If J is outerplanar
and J
 







 J an outerplanar trim of G
u
 The following Lemma has been
proved in 

Lemma   Let G
 







 and a basic face embedded graph for G
 
of minimum hammock number can
be extended to a basic face embedded graph for G
u
of minimum hammock number	
The above Lemma actually says that we may remove all outerplanar outgrowths of
the graph G
u
 nd a minimum decomposition of the remaining graph in outerplanar sub
graphs hammocks and then reinsert the removed outerplanar outgrowths of G
u
 The
resulting decomposition still consists of outerplanar subgraphs and moreover the number
of hammocks of the decomposition is minimum This procedure is called pseudo absorption


 The rst phase of our parallel decomposition algorithm is to eciently parallelize the
pseudo absorption procedure Because of the sequential nature of this procedure we had
to employ dierent techniques specically suited for parallel computation such as the ear
decomposition search
After all outerplanar outgrowths have been identied they are removed from the graph
leaving an edge connecting the separation points of the outgrowth labeled with sucient
information to rebuild the outgrowth after the decomposition A second procedure called
pseudo sequencing 
 is then applied in order to identify suciently long sequences of
faces from each hammock The second phase of our algorithm is to parallelize the pseudo
sequencing procedure
  Pseudo absorption
The rst step in our pseudo absorption algorithm is to create an open ear decomposition of
the graph The key observation is that the rst lower numbered ear that involves an out
erplanar outgrowth enters the outgrowth from one of the separation points and exits from
the other Moreover all ears of the outerplanar outgrowth whose endpoints are vertices of
this rst ear have endpoints that are consecutive vertices of this ear otherwise the outer
planarity assumption would be violated The same holds for any ear with greater number
that is included in the outgrowth	 It must !touch" a lower numbered ear in consecutive
vertices For the same reason there are no ears with endpoints in two dierent ears The









are pairs of consecutive vertices of the ear P
i

Based on this observation we start from an open ear decomposition and try to identify
ears that have the above property	 Their endpoints are consecutive vertices of another
ear Any such maximal set of ears is a possible outerplanar outgrowth It is useful to
view this set of ears as a new ear and transform the ear decomposition to a new one
where there are no ears having both their endpoints to be consecutive nodes of another
ear Note also in Fig 
 the possible existence of ears both trivial and nontrivial
that connect nonconsecutive vertices which may destroy the outerplanarity and which are





 in the next step This step
consists of retransforming the ear decomposition by dividing each ear P
i
into a number of
ears such that each new ear is a maximal candidate of being an outerplanar outgrowth The
transformation of the ear decomposition is done in stage  of algorithm Find Outgrowths
below










g be an open ear decomposition of G
u






 if both its endpoints belong to the same ear P
j
 j  i and are consecutive vertices of
P
j
 and moreover there is no other nontrivial ear P
i






 be an edge of A

 Find the connected components of A Each connected component is a tree there
is no cycle because each endpoint of an ear P
i
belongs to a smaller numbered ear Note
that the root of such a tree is an ear that either has its endpoints on dierent ears or on
the same ear P
k
but the endpoints are not consecutive vertices of P
k

 In each connected component join the ears of the component into a single ear
by converting for each ear the edge between its endpoints into a new trivial ear and also
rearranging the pointers of the vertices that point to the next vertex in the obvious way
The number of the new ear is equal to the number of the ear which is the root of the tree
connected component Call the new ear decomposition D
 

 Now call internal vertices of an ear P
i
 all its vertices except for its endpoints and
internal ears with respect to P
i
all ears both trivial and nontrivial whose both endpoints
are vertices of P
i
 Similarly ears that have only one endpoint to be a vertex of P
i
are called




ii All external nontrivial ears
iii All internal nontrivial ears
Divide each ear P
i
into a set of new ears each having as endpoints two consecutive on
the ear P
i
 dividing vertices of stage  see Fig 
 Renumber the vertices of the new




Stage  of the algorithm Find Outgrowths is based on the following Lemma	
Lemma  Each nontrivial ear produced from stage  of the algorithm Find Outgrowths
is a maximal candidate for being an outerplanar outgrowth together with a possible trivial
ear edge that has the same endpoints	 That is no outerplanar outgrowth may span the
whole or a portion of an ear P
i
and a subgraph of the rest of the graph	
Proof Let J
 





J  that is J
 




g added must be outerplanar After step  of stage
 each nontrivial ear P
i
of the ear decomposition D

 has no external and no internal

nontrivial ears attached to it and moreover both its endpoints are not internal vertices of
another ear This implies that each endpoint of P
i
is also an endpoint of at least two other
ears which begin at that endpoint Consequently if at least one endpoint of P
i
say vertex
v is included in J
 
but it is not a separation point these ears must also be included in
J
 






are not separation points Also observe
that all but at most one of the ears that begin at v except for P
i
 must be simple edges
otherwise J could not be outerplanar Now if P
i
includes one of the separation points of
J then these edges must be connected to vertices of P
i
 Since v was found to be dividing
at least one of those edges was part of another ear before step  as internal trivial ears
do not dene dividing vertices This implies not only that this particular edge is connected
to the other endpoint of P
i
which necessarily must be a separation vertex but also that
P
i
has endpoints that where consecutive vertices of another ear This possibility was ruled
out at step  and thus we come to a contradiction If P
i
is totally included in J
 
 then
similar discussion leads again to the fact that the two dividing vertices that dene P
i
 where
consecutive vertices of another ear before step  a contradiction It follows that the only




coincide with the endpoints of P
i
 Observe that
this construction does not rule out the possibility of an ear to have external trivial ears
attached to it and thus further splitting may be necessary Also there could be a case where








could not be included in J
 
since then J could not be outerplanar A trivial ear could be
included if the subgraph induced on P
i
is outerplanar
In the beginning of the second stage we have a new ear decomposition where each
nontrivial ear P
i
is a maximal candidate for being an outerplanar outgrowth An ear P
i
could have however external trivial ears or internal edges attached to it that may destroy
the outerplanarity and hence only subsets if any of the subgraph attached to P
i
could be
outerplanar outgrowths This second stage resolves this problem
Now call dividing vertices of stage  the endpoints of	
i P
i
and of all external trivial ears
ii All internal trivial ears edges that intersect with other internal or external trivial








intersect if exactly one endpoint




 lies between the endpoints of the rst
one on the ear P
i
 In the case where one is external consider it as being connected to one
endpoint of P
i
 Equivalently if we consider the numbers assigned to the nodes of P
i
at the
end of stage  two ears intersect if the corresponding intervals intersect and no interval is
a subset of the other
iii All internal trivial ears that do not intersect with other ears and whose endpoints
are separated by at least one dividing vertex of cases i and ii

ALGORITHM Find Outgrowths	 Stage 

BEGIN
 For all ears P
i
produced by stage  in parallel locate the dividing vertices of
types i to iii dened above
 Subgraphs of P
i
that are separated by two consecutive dividing vertices are outer
planar outgrowths see Fig 

 Delete each such subgraph and substitute it by a single
edge that connects these dividing vertices In order to be able to easily reconstruct the out
growths we label the edge by the numbers of the vertices of the corresponding outgrowth
END
Stage  of the algorithm is based on the following Lemma	
Lemma  The subgraphs induced on each of the portions into which the dividing vertices
separate an ear P
i
are outerplanar outgrowths provided of course that are not simple
edges	 The separation vertices of an outgrowth are the two dividing vertices that dene the
portion	
Proof	 The subgraph induced on a portion dened by two consecutive dividing vertices
contains by denition the corresponding vertices and edges of the ear P
i
 and all other
edges having those vertices as endpoints no two of which intersect with each other in an
embedding where P
i
is arranged as a straight line segment Moreover there are no edges
connecting a vertex in a given portion with the rest of the graph If there were such an edge
then it would fall into cases i or iii and its endpoints would also be dividing vertices
A graph dened in this way is clearly outerplanar and is separated from the rest of the
graph by the two dividing vertices It is maximal since the addition of any vertices must
necessarily include at least one of the dividing vertices that dene J  This vertex now
becomes internal to J ie it is no longer a separation vertex of J Now if this vertex was
found to be dividing because it falls into case i then a portion of at least one more ear
must be included in the outerplanar outgrowth which by Lemma 
 is impossible If it is of
type ii then it is the endpoint of an intersecting edge This edge must also be included in
J  otherwise a link with the rest of the graph is introduced Now this edge intersects with
another which has an endpoint between the endpoints of the rst This endpoint must be
also included in J  This follows from the fact that in order to separate this endpoint from J
at least two more separation points are needed For the same reason the intersecting edge
must also be included in J  thus destroying the outerplanarity If the vertex was found to
be dividing because it falls in case iii then it is the one endpoint of an edge which has
a dividing vertex of types i or ii between its endpoints As before this dividing vertex


must be included in J and consequently at least one pair of intersecting edges again a
contradiction
Locating dividing vertices of type i is straightforward Also if we determine dividing
vertices of type ii it is easy to determine dividing vertices of type iii In order however to
locate the dividing vertices of type ii we need to locate the intersecting edges Considering
the numbering of the vertices of P
i
 we conclude that this problem is equivalent to the
following one	 Given a set of open intervals on  n determine all intervals that intersect
with at least another interval
In our problem we need to determine all ears that are simple edges and intersect with
other edges The endpoints of the edges are the boundaries of the intervals considering the
ear P
i
to be the line of numbers This is actually a geometric problem and we manage to
solve it in parallel time Ologm using Om processors where m is the number of intervals
involved We note here that the literature of parallel geometry is rich in related problems
that study intersections of line segments in the plane see eg   However the versions
of the problems studied there usually report all intersections and carry therefore the burden
of the size of the output either on the time or the processor bounds In our case we merely
want to report intervals that have some intersection
We brie$y now discuss how to solve this problem using a data structure mentioned in





 i       m
is a binary tree whose nodes keep the points sorted from left to right according to their
x coordinate and which is a heap wrt the y coordinate ie a node always keeps a value




 be an interval
chosen from a set of m intervals S of  n We say that I has a right intersection in S left
































 The following Lemma holds	
Lemma  Let R be a priority search tree constructed on S where the intervals are seen
as points	 Then given an interval I   n we can test whether I has a right intersection
in S in sequential time Ologm	 Symmetrically we treat left intersections by a priority
search tree that has reversed the heap property	 Moreover constructing R in parallel can be
accomplished in Ologm time using Om CREW PRAM processors	
Proof Follows from a wellknown reduction to the problem of locating all points on a
plane that lay in a halfinnite band with sides parallel to the x yaxes see 
 In the
same reference the construction of the priority search tree basically requires a sorting of the
points according to their xcoordinate and a knockout tournament in order to establish
the heap property of the ycoordinate It is not dicult to see that both steps can be
parallelized within the resource bounds stated in the Lemma

Therefore we have	
Lemma  The problem of interval intersections can be solved in Ologm parallel time
by employing Om CREW PRAM processors	
Proof By Lemma 
 the tree R on S can be constructed in Ologm time using Om
CREW PRAM processors Given this tree we can solve interval intersections in the same
resource bounds by letting each processor to query one interval in parallel
Theorem  Algorithm Find Outgrowths correctly identies all outerplanar outgrowths of
an nvertex medge biconnected graph G  VE in Ologn time using Onm CRCW
PRAM processors or in Ologn log log n time using Onm CREW PRAM processors	
Proof In the rst stage of the algorithm subsets of ears that possibly form outerplanar
outgrowths are identied Each one of these subsets is contracted into one new ear Next
the ear is divided into portions by invoking stage  Lemma 

 guarantees that the portions
are outerplanar outgrowths Stage  of the algorithm employs an open ear decomposition
procedure a connected components procedure and also at steps  and  a list ranking
procedure Stage  can be done in O time except for the identication of the dividing
vertices which by Lemma 
 is achievable in Ologn time using Onm CREW PRAM
processors Therefore the time and processor bounds are dominated by the bounds of the
connected components algorithm 
  which also dominate the bounds for nding an
open ear decomposition 
 and which are those stated in the Theorem
At this point a remark about the algorithm Find Outgrowths is necessary Note that
the algorithm correctly identies an outerplanar outgrowth if the rst lower numbered ear
that involves the outgrowth enters from one separation point and exits from the other The
rst ear however the ear P

 may have one or both endpoints on an outgrowth In this case
one or two outerplanar outgrowths may not be identied correctly This can be corrected if
we rst run the algorithm from an arbitrary ear decomposition identify all but at most two
outerplanar outgrowths and then rerun the algorithm from a dierent ear decomposition
with the endpoints of the new P

placed in an already discovered outgrowth This can be
done since most of the parallel ear decomposition algorithms begin from a spanning tree
which also denes the rst ear see 
 for details
 Pseudo sequencing
This subsection shows how to eciently parallelize the pseudo sequencing procedure The
parallel algorithm presented is based on ideas developed in 
 where also the main theory
behind the procedure can be found The goal is to identify sequences of faces that cover





be the undirected graph resulting from the pseudo absorption procedure
Each edge in G
u 
has a label indicating the vertices that have been contracted between its
endpoints Note that all vertices in G
u 
have degree greater than 
Consider a hammock H in a basic face embedded graph IG corresponding to a
subgraph H
 





is biconnected The non biconnected case is handled in a preprocessing step to be
discussed later Now observe that since every node of G
u 
has degree at least three and
H
 
is outerplanar it follows that all faces of H
 
are bounded by either three or four edges
there can be a situation where this is not true involving the attachment vertices of the
hammock which however only represent a constant part This observation suggests that
a hammock is actually a sequence of triangles and rectangles sharing an edge in a way
that outerplanarity is preserved Consequently two neighboring faces of a hammock form







 We will next
try to identify interior edges of a hammock these are the edges that separate two faces in




 of the previous graphs
The following Lemma is a combination of Lemmata  
 and  that were proved
in 

Lemma 	 Any sequence of  faces in a hammock i	e	 combination of triangles and







of Fig	 	 appears in any of the  cases having at least two of its vertices with degree





































































































The importance of the above Lemma lies in the fact that it shows rst that any part of
a hammock consisting of seven faces has a constant number of dierent forms and second

that each one of these forms is identiable by a single processor in constant time after
running the ten tests sequentially So a portion of a hammock is identiable in constant
time by a single processor After identifying it we next delete edges that are interior to the
hammock If a vertex of degree two results from the deletion then it is contracted ie we
remove it and join its two neighbors by an edge having a label with that vertex in order to
be able to rebuild the hammock It is important to mention here that after the deletion of
an edge and the subsequent contraction of vertices if any the hammock is still a sequence
of triangles and rectangles and hence the same tests can be applied until all the hammock
has been shrunk The following parallel algorithm uses these observations to identify edges
that are interior to hammocks
ALGORITHM Find Sequences
BEGIN
Repeatedly apply steps 
 for 
 dlogne steps
 Use one processor for each vertex and check in turn the  cases mentioned above
in order to identify a portion of a hammock Note that this task involves the scanning of
an adjacency list of a vertex of length at most six
 Identify an internal edge and remove it by doing a contraction operation Note here
that several processors may identify the same edge However their number will be constant
and hence breaking ties can be done in constant time

 Delete all vertices having degree  by applying the contraction operation
END
Lemma 
 Let G be a directed graph such that for each hammock H in a basic face




is biconnected	 Then algorithm Find Sequences
generates a labeling of the edges that gives a partial hammock decomposition of OG
hammocks	 The algorithm takes Ologn time and uses On m processors on a CREW
PRAM	
Proof In each iteration of the Find Sequences procedure at least one edge for every seven
faces in every hammock is contracted Since each contraction joins two neighboring faces
in one we conclude that
 

th of a hammock is contracted in every step Thus after at most

  dlogne iterations all hammocks will be contracted Consider now the graph resulting
from the Find Sequences procedure Each label of an edge in this graph represents a
sequence of vertices around the basic face in some embedding The vertices are listed
around one of the two faces of a partial hammock Each hammock H
 
has now at most 
faces ie constant number of edges Thus the number of partial hammocks generated with
respect to a given hammock H is a constant This means that we have a partial hammock
decomposition of OG hammocks

All the approach above was based on the assumption that the hammocks were bi
connected If however a hammock is not biconnected the above procedure may delete an
external edge of the hammock To handle the general case we preprocess G
u 
to add in
dummy vertices and edges so that each hammock becomes biconnected This addition is
done by identifying the two possible subgraphs that a hammock must contain in order
to be non biconnected see 
 This operation is also done by using local degree tests
and is therefore not dicult to parallelize We call this parallel algorithm Preprocess We
therefore have	
Theorem  Given an nvertex medge digraph G the decomposition of G into OG
partial hammocks can be done in Ologn log logn time using On  m CREW PRAM
processors or in Ologn time using Onm CRCW PRAM processors	
Proof The algorithm to nd a partial hammock decomposition of a digraph consists
of the following steps	 First undirect G and nd its biconnected components using the
algorithms in 
  Second nd the outerplanar outgrowths in the undirected version
of G algorithm Find Outgrowths Third make the appropriate preprocessing such that
the hammocks of the graph are biconnected algorithm Preprocess Fourth nd the
sequences that make up the partial hammocks algorithm Find Sequences By Theorem

 Lemma 
 and the discussion preceding the Theorem it is clear that the dominating
steps in terms of time are the rst two ones which in turn are based on the algorithms of





In this section we give a high level description of our algorithms for the problems mentioned
in the introduction Also recall the general scheme for problem solving using the hammock
onears decomposition technique In the sequel let G  VE be a sparse digraph with
realvalued edge costs We will use  instead of G for notational simplicity
  Computing all pairs shortest paths information
The algorithm for computing apsp information in G is as follows	
ALGORITHM Sparse Apsp
BEGIN
 Find a hammockonears decomposition of G into O hammocks

 Rename the vertices of G in a way such that all vertices belonging in a hammock
are consecutively numbered around its external face This is needed for the encoding of
apsp information into compact routing tables

 Find apsp information in each hammock
 Find apsp in G between each pair of attachment vertices of the hammocks This is
done as follows For each hammock H  generate a compressed version CH This is done
using the algorithm in 
 to nd the shortest distance between each pair of attachment
vertices of H  The graph CH is just a complete digraph on the attachment vertices in
H which are at most four with the cost of each edge being the shortest distance in H
between its endpoints Then generate a compressed version CG of G by replacing each
hammock H by its compressed version CH and deleting all but one least expensive copy
of any multiple edge The compressed graph CG will have O vertices and edges Find
apsp in CG by running another algorithm
 For each pair of hammocks determine succinct shortest paths information for each
vertex in one hammock to all vertices in the other hammock
 For each hammock determine shortest path information between vertices in the
same hammock This is needed since a shortest path between two vertices in a hammock
may leave and reenter the hammock
END
Theorem  Given an nvertex sparse digraph G with realvalued edge costs but no neg
ative cycles that can be decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks we can
encode all pairs shortest paths information into compact routing tables in Olog

n parallel
time using On M
s
 CREW PRAM processors and On space	
Proof Note that step  of algorithm Sparse Apsp corresponds to major step  of the general
scheme steps  and 
 correspond to major step  step  corresponds to major step 
 and
steps  and  correspond to major step  Now for the resource bounds the following hold
in a CREW PRAM Step  needs Ologn log logn time using On processors by Theorem

 Step  can be done in parallel by sorting in a straightforward way in Ologn time
using On processors Step 
 can be implemented in Olog

n time using On processors
by 




 time using M
s
 processors for apsp in CG by running the algorithm
of  Step  needs for all hammocks Ologn time using On processors by 
 Finally
step  again by 
 needs Olog

n time using On processors The space bound follows
by the discussion in Section 
Corollary  Given an nvertex planar digraph G with realvalued edge costs but no
negative cycles that can be decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks we can






parallel time using On CREW PRAM processors and On space	
Proof Follows by Theorem  if in step  of algorithm Sparse Apsp we run the algorithm
of  instead of the one in  and the algorithm of 
 for generating the graph CH
which is outerplanar and of O size This latter step takes Ologn time using On
processors
Corollary  Given an nvertex sparse digraph G with realvalued edge costs but no
negative cycles that can be decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks we
can compute all pairs shortest paths information using an alternative encoding compact
routing tables for hammocks and global tables for shortest paths among the attachment
vertices of the hammocks in Olog

n parallel time using On M
s
 CREW PRAM
processors and On 

 space	
Proof Note that using the alternative encoding it is not necessary to run steps  and  in
algorithm Sparse Apsp as it is described in   A shortest path or distance between
two vertices v and w is computed as follows If both vertices belong to the same hammock
H we have rst to compute the distance between them inside H and then compare it with















i    
  are the four attachment vertices of H  If w belongs to another hammock H
 












 j    
  are the attachment vertices of H
 

Corollary  Given an nvertex planar digraph G with realvalued edge costs but no
negative cycles that can be decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks we can
compute all pairs shortest paths information using an alternative encoding compact routing
tables for hammocks and global tables for shortest paths among the attachment vertices of









processors and On 

 space	
 Detecting negative cycles
In this section we give an ecient algorithm for detecting a negative cycle in G and
outputting it if it exists The algorithm is based on the hammockonears decomposition
technique and on the detection of a negative cycle in an outerplanar digraph We shall rst
discuss the outerplanar case and then the general one

 An optimal work algorithm for detecting negative cycles in outerplanar
digraphs
In this section we will show how to solve optimally the negative cycle problem provided
that the input digraph is outerplanar and biconnected If it is not biconnected apply the
algorithm to every biconnected component This is achieved by using a novel extension








be its undirected version




is a tree called the tree of faces The exterior face
is excluded in this construction We assume that all vertices in G
o
are named consecutively




is binary At the end





f be the minimum resp maximum numbered vertex in each
interior face or group of neighboring faces f  We call these vertices the associated vertices








fi the associated arcs of f  A pair of vertices








 If fv wg is an edge
then it is called a separation edge or separator A path from a vertex v to a vertex w in a
subgraph J of G
o
will be denoted by P v w J A shortest path from v to w in J is denoted
by SP v w J In the sequel by fv wg we denote the singleton fhv wig or fhw vig or
their union depending on the existence of those arcs in G
o
 Furthermore all references to
fv wg are considered to be references to all its members
Consider the following problem 	 Let G be an outerplanar digraph and fv wg be a




 Suppose also that in each
G
i
 i    there is no negative cycle Find a negative cycle in G if it exists
Solution of 	 since there is no negative cycle in each G
i
 a possible negative cycle
NG for G will consist of a path in G
 
joined with a path in G

 Also NG will have





 and SP w vG

 or SP v wG

 The union of these two paths will give
the possible NG Therefore we have the following
Proposition  Let G  VE be an outerplanar digraph and let fv wg be a separator




	 Suppose also that in each G
i
 i    there
is no negative cycle and that the two shortest paths between v and w are known	 Then G
can be tested for a negative cycle in O time	
The main idea of the algorithm is the following We assume that at a certain point
a set of neighboring faces has been tested for a negative cycle In the case of a positive

answer the negative cycle is output and the algorithm stops Otherwise this set of faces
is joined to a neighboring set of faces that has also been tested in order to form a new
set Detection of a negative cycle in this union is done according to the rules stated in
Proposition  Thus the algorithm proceeds in a bottomup fashion
We say that an interior face f has been evaluated in the tree of faces T  i in the
subgraph induced by its descendant nodes in T we have tested if there is a negative cycle
and in the case of a negative answer we have computed shortest path information between
certain pairs of vertices in f  The main goal is to evaluate the root face of T 
The parallel treecontraction algorithm   evaluates the root of a tree T processing






 k  Olog jT j T

 T and T
k
contains





j   
   The tree T
i
is obtained by T
i 
by applying a
local operation called SHUNT  to a subset of the leaves of T
i 
 The SHUNT operation
consists in turn by two other operations called prune and bypass 
Prune operation	 Let l be a leaf in tree T
i 
 Let also v and l
 
be its parent and sibling
respectively Then by !pruning l" we denote the deletion of l from T
i 

Bypass operation	 Let l
 





" we denote the joining of l
 
and v into a new node v
 

To complete the description of the treecontraction algorithm we have to show how
the information concerning the negative cycle is maintained Let Dx yG denote the set














Lemma  Let G be an outerplanar digraph and let fv wg be a separator of G separating








respectively and such that b  a and d  c assuming consecutive clockwise naming of














 Da b v wG
 
 and Dv w c dG

	 Then
in O time we can compute Da bG Dc dG and Da b c dG	
Proof see Fig  Notice that




 SP a vG
 
  SP v wG

  SP w bG
 
g




 SP c wG

  SP w vG
 
  SP v dG

g




  SP v dG
 
 SP a wG






" denotes minimum in length and !" denotes path concatenation Similar
expressions hold for the rest of the requested shortest paths Note that each one of the

above computations involves a constant number of additions and comparisons of the lengths
of at most  shortest paths and after that a constant number of pointer manipulations to
get the shortest path itself The claimed bound follows now by the fact that the number
of the requested shortest paths is also constant
Lemma  Let G be an outerplanar digraph and let fv wg be a separator of G separating




	 Let fa bg and fc dg be edges of G

such that b  c 
d  w  v  a assuming consecutive clockwise naming of vertices in G	 Suppose that the








Da b c dG

 Da b vwG

 and Dc d v wG

	 Then in O time we
can compute Da bG Dc dG and Da b c dG	
Proof see Fig  Notice that




 SP a vG

  SP v wG
 
  SP w bG

g




 SP c vG

  SP v wG
 
  SP w dG

g




 SP a vG

  SP v wG
 
  SP w cG

g
Similar expressions hold for the other requested shortest paths Using a similar argument
with the one used in the proof of Lemma  it is clear that the above computations can
be done in O time
Remark Clearly the above Lemmata hold in the case where the vertices around the
exterior face of G constitute # in clockwise order # a constant number of intervals instead
of one
The algorithm executes a number of main steps as they are described in eg  or
 This means that some leaves of the tree of faces T perform a SHUNT operation main
step and this is repeated for a logarithmic number of phases It is worth noting that as
the algorithm proceeds and the tree is contracted each leaf of T corresponds to a set of
neighboring faces whose removal does not disconnect G
o
 Conversely an internal node of T
corresponds to a set of faces whose removal disconnects G
o
 Therefore it remains to explain
what information is exchanged and&or updated during a SHUNT operation
We will distinguish between two types of SHUNT operations depending on what is the
sibling of the tree node performing this operation In the sequel all references to a tree
node z will be considered also as references to the subgraph of G
o
corresponding to z
TYPE	 suppose that l
i
see Fig 





































































































 provided that these paths exist since some of the six







may coincide During the prune operation examine if there




using Proposition  If it exists then stop report that a



























 using Lemma  and continue with the bypass operation




























 using Lemma  Note that after




















TYPE	 suppose that l
k
performs a SHUNT operation and f
j
 the sibling of l
k
 is an























































































































































































these paths exist since some of the ten associated vertices involved may coincide During










































 Check again if there exists a negative cycle in f
kj
























































































 Note that this latter set of shortest

















































 Also after this SHUNT


















This completes the description of the SHUNT operations
Lemma  The SHUNT operations are correct and are executed in O time	
Proof Consider rst the TYPE SHUNT operation It is clear by Proposition  that







 then a negative cycle if exists would












 From the description of this SHUNT operation
it is clear that the rst and the third case are correctly checked Note however that the
































 according to Proposition








































 then it is correctly




of faces whose removal does not disconnect G
o
 Hence it is enough to compute the shortest






 since by Proposition  a portion
of a negative cycle that passes through f
 
i
would denitely involve these vertices as well as
the shortest path between them
Consider now the TYPE SHUNT operation Assume as before that there are no






 Using a similar argument as before we can show











such a cycle does not exist then observe that f
kj
represents a set of faces whose removal
disconnects G
o
 Therefore according to Proposition  a portion of a negative cycle which
pass through f
kj
would denitely pass through the associated vertices of it and&or through
the associated vertices of the two subgraphs corresponding to its two children in the tree
and also would involve the shortest paths among them Hence in this case it is sucient
to compute shortest paths among the above mentioned associated vertices inside f
kj

The resource bound follows clearly by the description of the SHUNT operations Propo
sition  and Lemmata  and 
Now we will show how to overcome the assumptions made in the beginning of this
section and prepare G
o
for the application of the parallel treecontraction method using the
SHUNT operations described above We call this the initialization step of our algorithm
This step includes renaming of vertices in clockwise order around the exterior face con
struction of T and binarization and initial computation of shortest paths in each internal
face of G
o
 The initialization step consists of the following stages
 Rename the vertices of the input biconnected outerplanar digraph G
o
 VE such
that the new names appear in clockwise order around the exterior face
 Triangulate each interior face of G
o
 VE if G
o
is not already triangulated by
adding appropriate arcs Associate with these new arcs a very large cost eg the sum
of the absolute values of all edgecosts in G
o
 such that they will not be used by any
shortest path Then construct the tree of faces T which will be binary since every
face is a triangle

 In each face f 	





f and compute the clockwise and
counterclockwise distances from s
 
f to every other vertex in f ie the sum of
the costs of the edges in clockwise and counterclockwise order









where parentf is the face corresponding to the parent node of f in T 
c if l is the face corresponding to the left child of f and h is the face correspond



























This completes the description of the initialization step and the description of the
algorithm Let us call the algorithm presented in this section Out Neg Cycle If G
o
is not
biconnected apply Out Neg Cycle to every biconnected component
Theorem  Given an nvertex outerplanar digraph G
o
 VE with realvalued edge
costs algorithm Out Neg Cycle detects and outputs a negative cycle in G
o
 if it exists in
Ologn log

n time using On logn log

n CREW PRAM processors and On space	 A
sequential implementation of the algorithm runs in On time	
Proof The correctness of the algorithm comes from Lemma 
 Now for the resource
bounds we have that each main step SHUNT operation of the algorithm needs O time
and OjT
i
j CREW PRAM processors where jT
i
j is the size of the tree of faces during the i
th phase This results in a total ofOlogn time using On logn CREWPRAM processors
 The bounds of the initialization step are as follows	 stage  needs Ologn log

n time
and On logn log

n CREW PRAM processors 
 Stage  needs the same resource
bounds with those of stage  by  Stage 
a can be done in Ologn time using
On logn EREW PRAM processors by using the algorithm of  Finally stages 
b
and 
c can be easily done having the information of stage 
a Note also that in the
same bounds as those stated in the Theorem we can nd the biconnected components of
the input digraph  Finally the sequential bound follows clearly by the parallel ones
 The general case
The algorithm for detecting a negative cycle in a sparse digraph G is the following
ALGORITHM Sparse Neg Cycle
BEGIN
 Find a hammockonears decomposition of G into O hammocks

 Detect if there is any negative cycle in some hammock If a negative cycle is found
in any hammock then output one such cycle and stop

 Compress each hammock into an Osized graph such that the shortest paths
between its attachment vertices are preserved and then compress G into a digraph of size
O Examine if there is any negative cycle in this graph
 If a negative cycle is found then output the cycle taking into account the subpaths
contained in each hammock Otherwise output that there is no negative cycle in G
END
Theorem  A negative cycle in an nvertex sparse digraph G with realvalued edge costs
that can be decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks can be detected in
Olog

n time with OnM
s
 CREW PRAM processors using On 

 space	
Proof The correctness of the algorithm as well as the space bound are clear Note




n time using On logn log

n CREW PRAM processors by Theorem
 The implementation of step 
 is similar to the one described in step  of algorithm
Sparse Apsp The compression of a hammock needs Olog

n time with On processors

 The detection of a negative cycle in the compressed digraph is performed by runing
the algorithm of  thus takes Olog

 time and OM
s
 processors Step  can be
executed in O time using On processors
Corollary  A negative cycle in an nvertex planar digraph G with realvalued edge









 CREW PRAM processors using On 


space	 A sequential implementation of the above algorithm runs in On 
 
log  time	
Proof The parallel bounds are achieved if in step 
 of algorithm Sparse Neg Cycle we
run the algorithm of  instead of the one in  For the sequential implementation
we have that	 step  is performed in On time by running a straightforward sequential
implementation of our algorithm presented in Section 
 Step  needs On time by
Theorem  The rst part of step 
 hammock compression is described in  and
needs On time For the second part detection of a negative cycle in the compressed
version of G we run the algorithm of 

 which needs O
 
log  time Finally step 
obviously runs in On time
 Computing all pairs reachability information
We treat the all pairs reachability problem as a degenerated version of the corresponding
apsp problem Assign a cost of  for each arc hv wi of G If also there is no arc hw vi

in G then add it with cost 	 A vertex t is reachable by s i their distance is not 	
Succinct encoding of reachability information can be stored into compact routing tables by
dening for each arc hv wi its compact label Rv w as the set of vertices u such that there
is a directed path from v to u with rst edge hv wi If we additionally want to output such
paths we must enforce a tiebreaking rule to be applied when a vertex u belongs also to
another set Rv z and z is a neighbor of v Therefore we have the following
Theorem  Given an nvertex sparse digraph G that can be decomposed into a minimum
number of O hammocks we can nd on a CREW PRAM
 i Apr information encoded
into compact routing tables in Olog

n time using On M
r
 processors and On
space ii Apr information using an alternative encoding in Olog

n time by employing
OnM
r
 processors and using On 

 space	
Proof Follows clearly by the above discussion Theorem  and Corollary 
Corollary  Given an nvertex planar digraph G that can be decomposed into a minimum
number of O hammocks we can nd on a CREW PRAM
 i Apr information encoded




 time using On processors and On









 processors and using On 

 space	
 Conclusions and Further Results
We have presented here a technique called hammockonears decomposition that decom
poses any digraph into outerplanar subgraphs called hammocks satisfying certain sepa
rator properties We have also shown that this technique is wellsuited for parallel compu
tation and can be advantageously used to improve the parallel bounds for all pairs shortest
paths and related problems Moreover we managed to beat the transitive closure bot
tleneck that appears to be inherent on these problems for a signicant class of graphs
namely that of sparse graphs The interesting feature of the hammockonears decomposi
tion technique is that it can be used to design algorithms parameterized in terms of certain
topological properties of the input digraph ie in terms of  There are certain classes of
graphs for which the value of  is small Examples are	 outerplanar graphs graphs which
satisfy the kinterval property  and graphs with genus on Also random G
np
graphs
with edge probability p  n seem to have a very small value for  
We can achieve further improvements in the case where a digraph G is provided with
an On

separator decomposition      Although it is known that a digraph with
genus     n has a separator of size O
p
n   and that such a separator can be

computed in On time without an embedding of G to be provided  it is not known yet
how to compute such a separator in NC But there are some families of graphs for which
an On

separator decomposition can be computed in NC Consider for example the d
dimensional grid which has a trivial On

d d
separator decomposition Also in 
 it is
shown that the class of koverlap graphs embedded in d dimensions which includes planar





 that can be computed in NC Hence in
the case where an On

separator decomposition is either provided with the input or it
can be computed we have the following results
Corollary  Let G be an nvertex digraph with realvalued edge costs but no nega
tive cycles	 Let also G be provided with an On

separator decomposition and can be
decomposed into a minimum number of O hammocks	 Then we can nd the follow
ing on a CREW PRAM











 processors and On space ii











 processors and using On 

 space	
Corollary  Let G be an nvertex digraph with realvalued edge costs	 Assume that
G is provided with an On

separator decomposition and that it can be decomposed into
a minimum number of O hammocks	 Then there is an algorithm for detecting and











 CREW PRAM processors	 A sequential implementation of the above







Corollary  Let G be an nvertex digraph that can be decomposed into a minimum num
ber of O hammocks	 Let also G be provided with an On

separator decomposition	 Then
apr information can be computed in the same resource bounds with those given for apsp in
Corollary 		
The hammockonears decomposition technique can be also used to generalize the
approach presented in  for planar digraphs and give ecient solution to the problem
of making a time and space ecient preprocessing of a sparse digraph G such that a
shortest path or distance query between any two vertices in G is answered very quickly
Moreover the hammockonears decomposition technique has recently used along with
other techniques  to design ecient sequential and parallel algorithms for the dynamic
version of the above problem ie when the cost of an edge is modied or an edge is deleted
We believe that the technique presented here has potential and will nd applications
to other problems too

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Fig 3.3:  = dividing vertex of stage 2
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Fig 4.1:  Lemma  4.1.
Fig 4.2:  Lemma  4.2.
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Fig 4.4:  SHUNT operation, TYPE-2.
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